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Chairperson’s Corner
By Minyu Cao

A new decade has quickly arrived. Three new members 
joined our council this year, and we are very excited for the 
fresh perspectives these new members will bring. Thank 

you to those of you who participated in the council election. 
In keeping with tradition, the new council met in person at the 
Society of Actuaries (SOA) headquarters in January to discuss 
the plan for 2020.

As many of you know, 2019 was a year of refocus for our section. 
We rewrote our mission statement and changed our direction to 
focus more on credentialed actuaries as well as the future of the 
actuarial profession. With the redirection, we kicked off a few 
new initiatives in 2019:

• We started a LinkedIn group, as a way to reach you directly 
and share resources useful to the actuarial profession. The 
LinkedIn group is called SOA Actuary of the Future Sec-
tion, and anyone can request to join. 

• We devoted more time generating new content via web-
casts and podcasts. We produced one webcast and recorded 
three podcasts in 2019, which is a substantial increase com-
pared to previous years. They were well received; I hope 
you found them valuable as well.

With these changes, 2020 is meant to be a year of reinforcement. 
We will continue to embrace our new mission. On top of that, 
we look forward to further promoting member engagement. We 
hope to hear more of your voices.

• Hot Topics and LinkedIn continue to be our main channels 
to communicate with you. How do you like the articles we 

shared on LinkedIn and Hot Topics? What type of resourc-
es would you like to see?

• At the same time, we are exploring possibilities to establish 
more communication channels (such as Reddit) to reach 
different segments of our membership.

• We had great success with our Disruptions to the Actuarial 
Profession Contest in 2019. We are starting to scope out 
the theme of the member contest this year. Do you have any 
ideas for the topic of the content?

• We will continue to produce high-quality webcasts. What 
are the topics that you are interested in?

Please let us know your thoughts and ideas. You can post them 
on LinkedIn, reach out to any council members or send an email 
to the Actuary of the Future Section. We look forward to hear-
ing from you.  ■

Minyu Cao, FSA, CERA, MAAA, is an associate actuary 
at RGA. She can be contacted at mcao@rgare.com.

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/3937414/
mailto:sections%40soa.org?subject=
mailto:mcao@rgare.com
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Risking It All

Editor’s note: In this issue of the newsletter, we are featuring the winners of 
the Disruptions to the Actuarial Profession Contest in 2019. We are proud 
to showcase Society of Actuaries (SOA) members’ ideas about the future 
of the profession, and how future actuaries can adapt to the disruptor. 
The winners were selected based on materiality, originality, practical 
significance and overall quality. (Statements of fact and opinions expressed 
herein are those of the individual authors and are not necessarily those of 
the Society of Actuaries or the respective authors’ employers.)

The first-place prize was awarded to the team who created 
the video entry titled Risking It All. In the video, three 
actuaries paint different pictures of the future actuarial 

profession. Gloomy or prosperous, it comes down to how the 

actuarial professionals react to the disruptions from within and 

outside the field. This submission was chosen by the Actuary 

of the Future Section Council as the contest winner because 

it highlights SOA offerings, provides options on how we may 

prepare the next generation of actuaries, and is an interesting, 

fun, and well-made video to watch. We hope you also enjoy this 

piece as much as we do.

Congratulations to the first-place prize winners! ■

Justin McGetrick, FSA, CERA, 
MAAA, is an actuarial director 
at Aetna. He can be reached at 
mcgetrickj@aetna.com.

Sara Delach, FSA, MAAA, is a 
student health actuary at Aetna. 
She can be reached at DelachS@
aetna.com.

Joshua Miller, FSA, MAAA, is a 
senior director at Aetna. He can 
be reached at MillerJ11@ 
aetna.com.

Lauren Scarlata, FSA, MAAA, 
is an actuarial director at CVS 
Health. She can be reached at 
ScarlataL@aetna.com.

Heather Sumler is the head of 
Joint Venture Medical Economics 
at CVS Health. She can be 
reached at SumlerH@aetna.com.

Regis Murayi, FSA, MAAA, is an 
actuarial director at Aetna. He 
can be reached at MurayiR@
aetna.com.

Tanen Clark, FSA, MAAA, is the 
Florida Medicare Advantage 
pricing actuary for Aetna. She 
can be reached at clarkt100@
aetna.com.

Veronica Kriesemint, FSA, 
CERA, MAAA, is an actuarial 
director at Aetna. She can be 
reached at KriesemintV@ 
aetna.com.

Stephen Wyszomierski, 
FSA, MAAA, is a plan actuary 
for Arizona and Minnesota at 
Aetna. He can be reached at 
WyszomierskiS@aetna.com.
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Caitlyn Prescott, FSA, MAAA, 
is the New York and New Jersey 
market actuary at Aetna. She can 
be reached at PrescottC@ 
aetna.com.

Matt Billas, FSA, MAAA, is a 
director of national commercial 
medical trend analytics at Aetna. 
He can be reached at billasm@
aetna.com.

https://www.soa.org/sections/actuary-of-future/disruptions-actuarial-contest/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3S9P0WTSARs&feature=youtu.be
mailto:mcgetrickj@aetna.com
mailto:DelachS@aetna.com
mailto:DelachS@aetna.com
mailto:MillerJ11@aetna.com
mailto:MillerJ11@aetna.com
mailto:ScarlataL@Aetna.com
mailto:SumlerH@aetna.com
mailto:MurayiR@aetna.com
mailto:MurayiR@aetna.com
mailto:clarkt100@aetna.com
mailto:clarkt100@aetna.com
mailto:KriesemintV@Aetna.com
mailto:KriesemintV@Aetna.com
mailto:WyszomierskiS@aetna.com
mailto:PrescottC%40Aetna.com?subject=
mailto:PrescottC%40Aetna.com?subject=
mailto:billasm@aetna.com
mailto:billasm@aetna.com
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I Am Speed Change 
By Alan Gard

Editor’s note: In this issue of the newsletter, we are featuring the win-
ners of the Disruptions to the Actuarial Profession Contest in 2019. We 
are proud to showcase Society of Actuaries (SOA) members’ ideas about 
the future of the profession, and how future actuaries can adapt to the 
disruptor. The winners were selected based on materiality, originality, 
practical significance and overall quality. Second place was awarded to 
Alan Gard and his essay entry titled “I Am Speed Change.” (State-
ments of fact and opinions expressed herein are those of the individual 
authors and are not necessarily those of the Society of Actuaries or the 
respective authors’ employers.)

“I am speed.” We hear that from Lightning McQueen in the 
opening line of the movie Cars as a positive mantra to get ready 
for a big race. Listening closely, the actuarial profession might 
hear it as if coming from a ghost. Except that ghost has a name, 
Change, and this is not a ghost. I-am-speed change is real. But 
it should scare us.

We are in an environment that is in a state of I-am-speed 
change. Weather is more volatile, increasing impacts from se-
vere instances of hurricanes, floods and tornados. Car transpor-
tation is in flux with the growth of Uber/Lyft and the reality 
of autonomous cars not far off on the horizon. Health care is 
transforming as new care protocols with extreme price tags are 
coming into existence every day. There are now even treatments 
designed for individuals based on their specific genetics. Life 
spans are changing differently and less uniformly than they ever 
have before.

Public policy and regulation add to the I-am-speed change 
landscape. In the United States, our highly polarized political 
climate increases uncertainty as each party re-legislates what the 
other party has recently done. Voters are never happy so power 
shifts back-and-forth between the parties. With greater polar-
ization also comes more radical policies to be done and undone. 

Globally, there is I-am-speed change from things like Brexit, 
trade wars and international economic investments like China’s 
Belt-and-Road Initiative. 

One counterargument to I-am-speed change disrupting our 
profession is that data collection is accelerating at a blistering 
pace as well with the data universe about doubling every two 
years. What we are able to do with data is also advancing rapid-
ly. However, the accelerating possibilities of predictive analytics 
add to the disruption rather than act as a countermeasure to it. 
Actuaries have not positioned themselves at the forefront of the 
data revolution, so this I-am-speed change of data acceleration 
and techniques puts the profession more at risk of being isolated 
into a smaller number of traditional roles. 

Dealing with change has always been a natural part of our work. 
Technology and techniques have constantly advanced. The pro-
liferation of the personal computer changed what we are capable 
of, and the profession survived that just fine. Regulation has al-
ways been a driver of change. What is different now?

What is different now is that what was “change” is now I-am-
speed change. What is different now is the number of peo-
ple who wake up each morning focused on bringing about big 
changes. What is different now is how interconnected the globe 
is—change in one place that would have been isolated before 
now changes the world. 

Speed of change has not been a strength of the actuarial profes-
sion. The history of our standard of practice on data quality is 
instructive of the risk I-am-speed change presents to the pro-
fession. This ASOP was adopted in 1993 and revised in 2004 
and 2011. The current version was adopted in 2016 to “keep 
pace with practice changes (for example, increasing use of non-
traditional data sources for predictive models, and legislatively 
mandated data submissions).” On data quality, a cornerstone of 
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our profession, our past history—averaging almost eight years in 
between updates in practice—is not exactly a predictor of strong 
future performance in times of I-am-speed change.

We can look to a different type of scientist—the naturalist 
Charles Darwin—for insight on how to react to I-am-speed 
change. Darwin said, “It is not the strongest of the species that 
survive, nor the most intelligent, but the one most responsive to 
change.” In this context, the business problem we need to solve 
is not how to be the best data scientists or the best technologists. 
What we need to answer is: How can we be the most adaptable?
 
Adaptability is a combination of the willingness and ability to 
change. The willingness aspect is usually the more challenging, 
which is why change management rubrics start with motivation. 
But while actuaries may be stereotypically considered averse to 
change, many in the profession already are motivated to change. 
The widespread interest in predictive analytics is an example 
where there is an apparent and universal threat. We may have 
missed our opportunity to be at the cutting edge, but actuaries 
are good learners and are already taking steps to reassert our 
relevance. More broadly, we are not ignorant of what is going on 
in the world around us and connecting that to a need to change 
doesn’t take an actuarial credential to see. The challenges are 
how urgent we are about changing, how anticipatory can we be 
in meeting the world where it is going to be, not just where it is 
today, and in how clearly we see what to do differently right now 
to change in a meaningful and effective way.

That all flows into the ability to change. That is mostly an 
equation that can be solved, and actuaries are good at those! For 
example, the problem of being behind on predictive analytics 
can be solved by emphasizing education and certification of 
actuaries in predictive analytics. That only addresses one part 
of a multiple part I-am-speed change problem, and missing 
whole parts of a problem leads to a failing grade.

One potential solution is to emphasize a generalist/specialist 
mindset across all aspects of the actuarial education, especially 
in the continuing education expectations. 

Generalists have working knowledge and expertise across many 
dimensions. Specialists have deep knowledge and expertise on 
a limited number of topics. To be adaptable, we each need a 
combination of both. If we are only generalists, we won’t have 
the sophistication to solve the most complex problems. If we are 
only specialists, we won’t have the broad judgment necessary to 
make sure we are addressing the right question with the right 
data for the current environment. 

Therefore, we need to take ourselves from a profession of 
generalists or specialists to one of generalists/specialists. The 
generalist in us helps us anticipate in what direction the envi-
ronment will evolve. Being specialists too, will enable us to have 
deep solutions to the problems faced in that evolved world. 

Specialties should be focused on skills (e.g., predictive analytics, 
technology, and some not so obvious ones like design) rather 
than on industry knowledge (e.g., life and health insurance, 
casualty, or pensions). Knowledge is easily acquired, and in an 
I-am-speed change world knowledge becomes obsolete much 
more quickly than skills do. The actual specialties on which we 
may need to go deep may change over time, but once one learns 
how to go deep on something, it is easier to know how to go 
deep on the next thing. 

Today, our continuing education requirements are mostly about 
checking the boxes. Professionalism: check. Organized activities: 
check. It’s a cobbling together of whatever webinars and semi-
nars fit into our busy schedules and company budgets. There 
is little intentionality about them going deep on a new skill or 
broadly expanding one’s perspective across a wide number of 
global issues. These might be things we are doing, but they are 
more about our specific interests and circumstances rather than 
as a commitment to evolving the profession.

Focusing our continuing education requirements as a profession 
to keep us improving both in the breadth of understanding the 
global environment and in the depth of some specialty of our 
choosing will make us more adaptable, which is the key to sur-
vival in an I-am-speed change environment. We could expand 
the required hours while at the same time expanding what can 
be included in continuing education. We could require a certain 
number of hours each year focused on a single continuous spe-
cialty. We could then require the other hours to be spread across 
a wide array of topics with no more than one or two hours spent 
on any one of them. We could require some hours to be fulfilled 
on activities that are not actuarial in nature, at least yet. Sim-
ilar models could be used in our credentialing process and in  
university-level actuarial education, but those will follow the 
lead of what we are demanding of ourselves. If we as a profession 
can widely manifest this generalist/specialist mindset, we’ll keep 
our profession relevant through current and future disruptions.

Hopefully actions like this will enable us actuaries to talk about 
ourselves using the Lightning McQueen quote “I am speed” as 
a credible statement rather than hearing it as the Change bogey-
man saying “boo.” In Cars, Lightning is the disruptor. In Cars 3, 
Lightning is the one being disrupted by newer cars with fancier 
technology in a racing world with which he can’t quite keep 
up. Lightning’s way of adapting was to move into a mentorship 
role and leave the actual racing to the newer cars. I hope that is 
not the path that the actuarial profession chooses. Rather, let’s 
choose to race ahead with an I-am-speed urgency to be the 
most adaptable in everything we do. Ka-chow! ■
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Alan Gard, FSA, MAAA, is an executive director at 
Aetna based out of Hartford, Connecticut. He can be 
reached at argard@aetna.com.

mailto:argard@aetna.com.
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Get Plugged in–New 
InsurTech Partnership
 
 

The SOA and Plug and Play relationship will allow Insur- 
Tech start-ups to validate their technology and modeling 
processes with actuaries. In turn, SOA members will have 

an exclusive look inside the world of emerging technologies. 
These efforts will help with the development of fair and finan-
cially sound insurance products to better serve consumers.

 

The strategic partnership with Plug and Play demonstrates the 
SOA’s commitment to providing its members with dynamic 
learning experiences, rewarding volunteer opportunities, and 
collaborative events where they can learn from the experiences 
and ideas of peers around the world. Through this partnership 
SOA members and start-ups can share best practices and advance 
ideas for the benefit of the insurance industry, regulators and 
the public. The SOA and Plug and Play officially announce this 
partnership to support an exchange of knowledge between actu-
aries and start-ups. ■
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https://www.soa.org/resources/announcements/press-releases/2020/plug-and-play-soa/
https://www.soa.org/resources/announcements/press-releases/2020/plug-and-play-soa/
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